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ABSTRATTT

The current trends in both Monolithic Microwave Integrated

Circuits (MMIC's) and High Frequency Digital Circuits (HFDC's)

are toward lower dimensions, higher circuit densities and

increasing complexity. The corresponding CAD tools should take

into consideration some circuit parameters that are currently

neglected such as the metallization thickness parameter. Since

the dimensions of integrated circuit elements become smaller

and smaller , the thickness of the metal strip cannot be no

longer neglected since it may be as large as 30% of the strip

width.

The present work is divided into two parts:

First, design charts are obtained for two dielectric multi-

strip transmission line structures with conductor metalliz

ation thickness assumed to be zero as done in most design

tools of MMIC, using the method of lines (Mol). The Mol is a

semi-analytical technique used to solve partial differential

equations that has been introduced in the field of high fre

quency integrated circuit analysis for its many advantages

among them low memory space requirement, no problem of con

vergence and no spurious physical results. The problem reduces

to the computation of the structure capacitance matrix, which

is extracted from the solution of the two dimensional Lapla

ce's equation subject to the appropriate boundary conditions.
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Second, the effect of metallization thickness of two-layer

multi-strip transmission line structure is studied using the

method of lines. The metal thickness is introduced for the

numerical analysis in the expressions of electric field conti

nuity conditions at the interfaces between lower and upper

metallic surface with the corresponding dielectric medium (I

or II respectively). The lateral surface charge density on the

metal strip is considered to be very small compared to the

total density on the metal strip. This assumption is verified

from the comparison of our results with the recently pub

lished data.

In this contribution, results have been obtained using the

very efficient MoL for the dependence of the capacitance on

strip metallization thickness. This effect must be taken into

account for accurate analysis of HFDG and MMIC circuit

elements.
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INTBDDUCTTnN

A number of technical problems involved in microwave systems such as

radars, communications, radiometric sensors have been or about to be

solved. Generation, transmission and detection have all been the object of

a considerable attention over the past few years.

The superior physical properties of III-V semiconductor compounds (e.g.

Gallium arsenide) over those of silicon have led researchers world-wide to

use the material as a conducting and semi-insulating substrate for both

high frequency analog and high speed digital integrated circuits [1-3].

Therefore, suitable solid state sources, transmission media and microwave

components have been developed using VLSI fabrication techniques [4,5].

In the majority of the monolithic microwave integrated and hybrid circuits

developed so far, microstrip lines have been used as the main transmission

media, because the characteristics of microstrip lines are well known and a

number of discontinuity problems are analysed [6,7].

The problems which arise in the microstrip-like configurations are due to

the fact that the travelling wavelength is smaller than the dimensions of

the transmitting medium which cause the conductor strip to behave as dis

tributed elements. These problems are essential limitations to the fre

quency range in monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC's). In

general microstrip-like circuit problems are characterized by the boundary

problem formed with Helmholtz equation and the appropriate boundary condi

tions. However, several authors have used the quasi-static (quasi-TEM)

approximation which avoids extensive numerical calculations in the full



wave analysis and yet provide useful sufficiently accurate results for

practical applications up to a few gigahertz [7].

The quasi-static approximation is defined by the boundary problem formed

with Laplace's equation and the appropriate boundary conditions. Generally

this boundary problem is not amenable to solution. However, with advent of

digital computers, many numerical methods have been developed to solve such

a problem. The most popular methods used are [6,8]:

- Conformal mapping.

- Integral equation method.

- Variational method in FTD.

- Finite difference method.

- Finite element method.

- The method of lines.

The conformal method was an analytical method developed under some approxi

mations of the dielectric constants forming the line. This method does not

apply for general microstrip-like circuits. The other methods are all pure

numerical ones except the method of lines which is a semianalytical one.

The method of lines which is established in 1944 by a Russian mathematician

[9], was applied for the first time to the propagation problems in 1980 by

Schultz and Pregla [10].

The method of lines is a very efficient , powerful and simple approach for

the analysis of planar structures [10-29]. The efficiency of this method is

due to several advantages which we can list:

- Simple mathematical formulation.

- No problem of convergence.

- High accuracy.



- No spurious solutions.

- No prior knowledge about the field.

In addition to these advantages, the semi-analytical procedure saves i

great amount of computing time and memory space.

In this thesis, the semi-analytical method of lines with nonuniform dis

cretization is used for computing the quasi-static parameters of

microstrip-like structures formed with two dielectric layers which are

joined by N planar conductor strips. A computer program is written to ana

lyse the described structures with the assumption that the metal conductor

thickness is zero. In fact, the strip thickness which may be as large as

30% of the strip width [30], affects considerably the characterizing para

meters of the structure [31]. Therefore, we have extended the semianalyti

cal method of lines to the analysis of microstrip-like structures with the

finite metallization thickness.

The approach to the problem is divided into five chapters.

Chapter one discusses briefly the electromagnetic theory which forms the

theoretical basis of the present research work.

Chapter two presents the basic design principles of microstrips and dis

cusses some popular numerical methods.

In chapter three, the semi-analytical method of lines is applied for

solving Laplace's equation by using uniform discretization.

Chapter four presents the application of the method of lines with nonuni

form discretization for analysing microstrip-like structures.

In chapter five, the method of lines is extended to take into account the

effect of metallization thickness in the analysis presented in chapter

four.



CHAPTER QUE

A REVIEW OE TCT .wrrTWOMAGWETTC THEORY

This chapter opens with a brief discussion of the electromag

netic theory which is the basis of our research work, as well

as a discussion on microwave characteristics. A review of the

field equations and their solutions in waveguides and trans

mission lines are provided.

1.1 Microwaves Characteristics

Microwave is the nickname for electromagnetic waves of centi-

metric wavelengths, ranging approximately from 30 cm to 1 mm

(1 to 300 GHz). Short wavelengths, large bandwidths and

interaction with atmospheric constituents are the three

principal characteristics of microwaves [32-34]. Figure (1.1)

shows the absorption for an atmosphere containing oxygen and

water vapour at approximately sea level. From figure (1.1) it

can be noticed that the principal windows in the microwave

band exist at 8.6, 3.2, 2.1 and 1.4 mm wavelengths correspon

ding to the frequencies of 35, 94, 140 and 220 GHz. Extremely

high bandwidths are available at each of these windows,

roughly 16, 23, 26 and 70 GHz respectively. Similarly the

absorption maxima which are located at 20, 60, 120 and 183 GHz

do have large bandwidths.

-7-
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Fig. 1.1 Total attenuation of electromagnetic spectrum at

sea level [33].
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In the transmission windows, atmospheric attenuation and

losses are relatively low compared with infrared and optical

frequencies. These characteristics motivated the use of micro

waves in various technological areas such as: Communication,

radars, radiometry, instrumentation and spectroscopy.

1.2 Haxwell/s Equations

The field of a quantity is defined as a function which

describes the variation of the quantity in a given region. The

electromagnetic field obeys Maxwell's equations are given by

(see e.g. [35-39, 1]):

Vx£ =-— (l.l)

3D
Vx// = J +—- (1.2)

at

V.D = p (1.3)

V.£ = 0 (1.4)

where:

E : Electric field intensity in V/m,

H : magnetic field intensity in A/m,

D : electric flux density in C/m2,

B : magnetic flux density in Wb/m2,

J : electric current density in A/m2.

-9-



p: Volume charge density in C/m3,

V.£: divergence of E,

Vxf : curl of E.

The vectors D, E, J, B and H are related through the three

constitutive relations :

with,

D = eE

B = [lH

J = aE

G = G0^r

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8a)

\l=\L0[Lr (1.86)

where:

€: dielectric permittivity in F/m,

e0 : dielectric permittivity of vacuum (8.854 10~12 F/m),

er : relative dielectric permittivity,

p. : magnetic permeability in H/m,

\i0: the permeability of vacuum (4n 10"7 H/m)

|ir: the relative permeability,

o : the electric conductivity in mhos/m.

-10-



1.3 Derivation of the Wave Equation

When the electric and the magnetic fields E and H are time

varying functions, (1.1) and (1.2) become respectively (see

e.g. [35-39, 1]):

VxE = -\i— = -jw\lH (1.9)
at

dE
VxH = oE + E— = (o + jwe)E (1.10)

at

If we denote the components of E by: Ex, Ey and Ee; then (1.9)

and (1.10) can be written as three scalar equations. For

example, the x-components of (1.10) gives:

dHZ dHy_-_^-(tf+MOfx (1.n)

Using (1.9) and (1.10), we can obtain:

s» 1VxVxE = -(jw\uf-w2\ie)E + -V\ixVxE (1.12)

Using the vector identity:

VxVxF-VV.f-V2£ (1.13a)

and the fact that (for the isotropic medium):

V.E = --V£.E (1.136)
€

-11-



(1.12) becomes

V2£ +vf -Ve.£ j+-V\ix7xE-Uw\io- w2\Le)E =0 (1.14)
For a homogeneous isotropic and charge free medium, p. and e

are constants whereas p-0. Hence (1.14) reduces to:

V2E-y2E =0 (1.15)
where 2 • 2V - jw\io-w2\ie (1.16)

Using (1.9), (1.10) and (1.13) a similar equation to (1.14)

can be obtained for H:

V2# +v(-Vpi.# ]+-VexVxH-yH =0 (1.17)
Hence:

V2//-Y2// =0 (1.18)

From (1.15) and (1.18) we see that E and H satisfy the same

equation:

V2<J>-y24> =0 (1.19)

This equation is known as Helmholtz equation or wave equation.

If v is made equal to 0, (1.19) is of the form of Laplace's

equation:

V2<J> =0 (1.20a)

In any coordinate system (1.20a) can be expressed as three

scalar equations, for example, for Ey we deduce:

12-



d2Ey td2Ey |d2Ey
dx2 + by2 + bz2 = 0 ( 1.206)

1.4 Guided Haves

In many cases, electromagnetic energy is conveyed using glided

waves i.e. Waves that are guided along or over -i \ - - tt]t

surfaces. Common examples of guided electromagnet 3c wave.- are

the waves along ordinary parallel wires and nnaxis •rans-

missior lines, waves in waveguides and waves that ar- gi:ided

along The earth's surface from a radio transitu 11 et •• •he

receiving point.

1.4.1 Haves between parallel planes.

A simple illustrative example is shown in figure •j z An

electn magnetic wave is travelling along the - ;iie-Moi,

between two parallel planes of infinite extent in the z and y

directions.

Fig. 1.2 Guided w aves

•13-



To determine the electromagnetic field configurations in the

region between the planes, Maxwell's equations will be solved

subjected to the boundary conditions Et.ngentiai and Hnormei

are equal to zero at the surface of the conductors. Since the

propagation is along the z-direction, the wave has the form

ofe"¥I where y-a +yP, a is the attenuation coefficient in

nepers per metre and (3 is the phase-change coefficient,

degrees or radians per metre.

Knowing that the fields vary with time, then:

e^e-v* =e-*V(u*-p2) (1 21)

Since the wave is uniform along the y-direction, all deriva

tives with respect to y in (1.1), (1.2) and (1.19) are equal

to 0. However, in the x-direction there are certain boundary

conditions which must be met. Consequentely, it is not poss

ible to predict the distribution of the fields along this

direction but it can be determined from the solution of the

differential equations.

If we assume:

fly =Cj sin(/ix)+ C2cos(/ix) ( 1.22)

and Hy = fiyQ~yz (1.23a)

we obtain : \ tj

— =-Y#y (1.236)
dz y y

For non conducting mediums it can be seen from (1.23) that

(1.1), (1.2) and (1.19) will become:

-14-



and

yHy = jweEx (1.24a)

dHz
-yHx- — = jweEy (1.246)

-j^ =jw<=Ez (1.24c)

yEy = -jw[iHx (1.24d)

-yEx- — = -jw\iHy (1.24e)

3Eyj^=-jw\iHz (1.24/)

d2E
—- +y2E =-w2\ieE (1.25a)
ox

d2 H
—r +y2H = -w2\ieH (1.256)
dxd

solving simultaneously the above differential equations given

in (1.24), we get:

„ jwebEz

E* =~lh-r- (i.26c)
h ox

-15-



where

jw\ibH

h2 dx
Ey =J--f-T-^ (1.26d)

hz = yz + wz\L£ (1-27)

The components of the electric and magnetic field strengths

are expressed in terms of EE and He.

If Ee and He are taken to be equal to 0, the left and right

sides of (1.26) will be equal to 0. Therefore, Ee and He

should differ in general from zero. Although Ee and He are in

general present it is convenient from mathematical point of

view to consider two cases:

1) If Ee?*0 and He=0, the waves are called E waves or, more

commonly, transverse magnetic waves.

2) If Ee=0 and He?*0, the waves are called H waves or, more

commonly, transverse electric waves.

The solution of (1.26) is usually written as a linear combina

tion of the E and H waves and is referred as hybrid mode case.

-16-



1.4.2 Transverse electric waves

If we replace Ee by 0 in (1.26), we obtain: Ex = Hy = 0.

Since each of the field components obeys the wave equation

(1.19), we see that Ey satisfies:

a2F

^+T'f'-'-"'y'E =-urne£"y (1.28a)

which can be written as

b2E
Z=(-y2-w2\ie)Ey =-h2Ey (1.286)

bx2

Since Ey- £,(x)c"YZ, (1.28b) reduces to

b2£
y 1.2

bx
= -/T£y (1.29a)

2 "• ** y

Equation (1.29) is a differential equation of a simple har

monic motion. Its solution can be written in the form of:

Ey - Cj sin(/ix) + C2cos(/ix) (1.30a)

Thus' £y =(C1sin(/ix) +C2cos(/ix))e~vz (1.306)

where Ci and C2 are arbitrary constants.

-17-



1.4.3 Transverse magnetic waves

The transverse magnetic field corresponds to the case where

He=0. In this case, (1.26) reduces to:

jwebE

~hTTx'//y =-TTTT (1.34a)

Y *£*

The wave equation (1.19) for Hy can be written as

b2H.

bx:
y'Hy = -w'\i£Hy (1.35a)

or equivalently, >2 J-f

bx'

Its general solution is given by:

//y =(C3sin(/ix)+C4cos(/ix))e"YZ

where Ca and C4 are arbitrary constants.

The boundary conditions can not be applied directly on Hy

because the tangential component of H is not always zero. How

ever, using (1.24) we deduce that:

h
£2=—(C3cos(/ix)-C4sin(/ix))e~Y* (1.36)

Ex-0 at x = 0 for any z

£, - 0 at x = a for any z

-19-
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Applying the boundary conditions and using the same method as

for TE waves, we get:

E= -
mnCi . f mn

sin x e
JW£CL \ a

-Y2

Hy=C4cos( x

r (yC* (mn \
£x= COS X

\jw£ \ a J

-Y*

\
•yz

J

(1.37a)

(1.376)

(1.37c)

1.4.4 Characteristics of TE and TM waves

Transverse electric and transverse magnetic waves exhibit some

interesting properties that can be seen from analysing the

propagation constant y.

y =J(h2-w2\i£)

using h.-mn/a, (1.38) becomes:

Y =
mn

a
W2\l£

(1.38)

(1.39)

This equation shows that for a certain range of frequencies

satisfying

(mn/a.y>w2\L£ (1.40)

the field will be attenuated exponentially in the z-direction

and there will be no wave motion since (3-0. As the frequency

increases to:

-20-



mn

a
= W \l£ (1.41a)

w approaches the critical frequency we which is given by:

mn\ /~T
wc =

a J
(1.416)

As the frequency increases beyond the cut-off, the propagation

constant is a pure imaginary with phase shift constant:

P= Jw2pie-
mn

a
(1.42)

Therefore, the wave propagates with no attenuation.

1.4.5 Transverse electronagnetic waves (TEM)

By considering the fundamental mode in the TE mode of propaga

tion (m = 0), (1.38) becomes:

H «C4e-yY* (1.43a)

-X£iQ-/**«- (1.436)
W£

Ez = 0

-21-
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For this special case of TM waves, the component of E in the

direction of propagation is zero ie: Ee = 0. Thus, the mag

netic field is entirely transverse. These waves are called

transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves. Although TEM mode is a

special case of guided wave propagation, it is extremely an

important one because it is the familiar type of propagation



along all ordinary two-conductor transmission lines when oper

ating in the low frequency manner and it is usually called the

principle wave. As a consequence:

y =$ = wJ\iQe{ (1.44a)

Vm-o^o
(1.446)

P
= —=A —=T1oHy \LE

(1.44c)
y 1**- V ^0

where c is the free space velocity of the EM waves and ti0 is

the free space characteristic impedance.

1.5 Waveguides

Microwave energy is often guided form one part of a system to

another through hollow pipes called waveguides. Commonly used

waveguides are either rectangular or circular in cross sec

tion. The electric field and magnetic field strengths for TM

waves propagating along a rectangular waveguide are described

by the following equations [see e.g. [35]]:

Ez = Csin(£x)sin(y4y) (1.45a)

-vC£x =-±rBcos(Bx)sin(Ay)

E =
-yC

Asin(Bx)cos( Ay)

-22-
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R =J-^r-Asiii{Bx)cos{Ay)

// =-^7^—Bcos(Bx)sin(^y)

where C is an arbitrary constant and

B =
mn mi

. A ——,
a b

h2 = A2 + B2,

y2 = h2-w2\ie

(1.45d)

(1.45e)

(1.46a)

(1.466)

(1.46c)

a and b are the dimensions of the waveguide.

(1.46c) defines the propagation constant for a waveguide

2- Cut-off

Y =

mn

a ) *{'b J
As the frequency varies there are three different bands for

the propagation constant y:

1- No propagation:

W \l€<&

nn

a

f mn
W \XE =

">c =
M-e

771JI

a

-23-
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3- Propagation

1.6 Transmission Lines

2 / mn
W [i£ »

a

nnY
(1 .49c)

In various communication systems, it is commonly necessary to

join prints which are some distant apart from each other.

Typica] examples are the connection between the transmitter

and its antenna or an antenna and its receiver. In general.

the connection is done by means of two parallel wires called

transmission line. Thus, the straight forward definition of

transmission line is any system of conductors that orveys

energy from one point to another in TEM modes.

Outer
casting

outer conductor

Inner conductor

n
Dielectric

(a) Coaxial line. (b) Parallel wire line

Fig. 1.3 Transmission lines.

-24-
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There are two types of commonly used transmission lin^s The

parallel, wire (balanced) line is shown in figure 1 3b )

whereas coaxial (unbalanced) line is shown in figure M ja>

1.7 Circuit representation of hmnsBissinn iinP

Any transmission line can be represented by the following

equivalent circuit per unit length.

Resistance along the line = R
Inductance along the line = L I all specified
Conductance shunting the line = G [ 'per loop metre'
Capacitance shunting the line = C

-o

-t

a) Uniform transmission line. b) Equivalent -iron it-

Fig 1.4 Equivalent circuit of uniform transmission line

using the series impedance Z = R + jwL and

the shunt admittance Y = G + jwC.

The rats of decrease of V with respect to Z is given by:

dV
— = -(R + jwL)I (1.50)

The rate of decrease of I with respect to Z is given by:

-25-



— = -(G + jwC)V (1.51)

Thus, we get:

*2V dl
JT2 =-{R +jwL)Jz <1.52)

*2I dV
~-(G + jwC)— (1.53)

Substituting (1.50) and (1.51) into (1.52) and (1.53) respect

ively, we obtain the well known transmission line equations:

d2V

dZ2

a2/

- +.2= Y V (1.54)

dZ
2=Y2/ (1.55)

y2 =(G +jwCXR +jwL) (1.56)
We have At microwave frequencies the following important rela
tion :

P=^7Ic (1.57)
L and C can be given in terms of line dimensions and material

constants by the following formula [35,39]:

£-!£ (1.58)

a
(1.59)

-26-



where a is the distance between the lines and b is the line

diameter.

Since the travelling wave experiences 2n radians phase shift

per wavelength Kg along the line [34], we get:

|Jkff = 2n (1.60)

ie: 2rt
p = — (1.61)

Using the fact that up-/X.B and (1.58), we obtain:

vp =̂ (1.62)
That is,

v>mm (1-63)
The velocity of propagation vP can also be given in terms of

the absolute permittivity and permeability of the medium

through which the wave propagates and in most applications,

the substrate materials are not magnetic (jir-l):

1

then,

vp = -= = -== (1.64)
<J\l£ VMrGr

»p =7= (L65)

-27-



Hence

K°=jt, (K66)
Impedance matching is required for maximum power transfer fro

the generator to the line, or from the line to the load. The

source or the load should have output impedance or input impe

dance respectively equal to the characteristic impedance of

the line which is given from the filter theory [34] by:

which becomes:

or

m

(1.67)

Z° =\7I7—F d-68)G+ jwC

At high radio frequencies, this simplifies to

L

Zo is usually expressed for convenience in one of the follow
ing forms:

Z° =\/F (1-69)

zo =>JpL (1.70a)

Zo~ (1.706)

-28-



1.8 Conclusion

Throughout this chapter, we have reviewed the electromagnetic

theory, waveguides and transmission lines which play an

important role in long distance communications.

In addition to their fabrication constraints waveguides are

not compatible with integrated circuits. Therefore, some

practical and cost effective integrated transmission systems

which are described in the next chapter, are developed.
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(CHAPTER TWO

MICROWAVE IMTKRRATBD TRANSMISSION

T.TITOS AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

After the development of VLSI technology, many new planar

transmission media at microwave wavelengths have evolved.

These lines are divided into three categories:

a- planar and quasi-planar guides,

b- dielectric guides,

c- H guides.

In this chapter, we will limit ourselves to the design prin

ciples and we will discuss the most popular numerical tech

niques for solving Laplace's equation (1.20) by taking into

account the discontinuities involved in planar and

quasi-planar structures.

2.1 Planar and Quasi-Planar Transmission Lines

In order for a transmission structure to be useful as a cir

cuit element in microwave integrated circuits (MIC s), it

should be planar in configuration. In planar technology,

characteristics of the element are determined from the dimen

sions in the single plane. Figure (2.1) shows various planar

transmission lines that have been developed for use in MIC's.
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The microstrip line, inverted microstrip line, slotline,

coplanar waveguide and coplanar strip line are representative

planar transmission lines. The circuits built with the afor-
mentioned transmission lines have distinct advantages such as

light weight, small size, improved performance, better

reliability, reproducibility and low cost. They are also com

patible with solid state chip devices.

9 9 Monol^hi^ Hiprm,Myft Integrated Cirfiiiit.s (MMIC's)

Historically, generation and amplification of microwave sig

nals were performed using microwave tubes such as klystrons,

travelling wave tubes (TWT), magnetrons, etc... (see Eg. [1])-

In addition to the fabrication difficulties of these tubes at

lower wavelengths, their weights and their costs are import

ant. These drawbacks have motivated the development of mono

lithic microwave integrated circuits which offer power

requirements for many applications. Microwave integrated
circuits, which are built using the structures shown in figure

(2.1) present the following advantages over discrete circuits:
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Fig. 2.1 planar transmission lines (a) microstrip; (b)
inverted microstrip, (c) slot-line, (d) copl
coplanar strips.

planar guide and (e)
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1- Low cost (due to batch processing

2- Small size

3- Light weight

4- Improved reproducibility

5- Improved performance

6- High reliability.

Like low frequency monolithic integrated circuits, active

devices are grown on or in substrate material using VLSI tech

niques [4] such as epitaxy or diffusion respectively, whereas

passive elements are deposited on the substrate using either

thin film or thick film techniques [40-41, 5]. The frequency

limitations of the MMIC's are directly related to the electric

connections called integrated transmission lines which are

always accompanied with discontinuities.

2.3 Design Considerations for Microstrip Lines

In this section, we will discuss some fundamental aspects of

microstrip structures and the realization of dimensional

design parameters.

2.3.1 The geometry of microstrip

Figure (2.2) shows the geometry of microstrip which consists

of a thin strip conductor on a dielectric substrate ie: sup

ported by a ground plane of infinite conductivity. The most

important parameters of a microstrip structure are the strip

width w, the height h (thickness of the substrate) and the

relative permittivity of the substrate (er).
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The thickness t of the metallic top conducting strip is also

of a considerable importance (see chapter 5).

Some of the particularly useful characteristics of micro-

strip include the following:

(a) Active devices, diodes and transistors may readily

be incorporated.

(b) Circuit characterization of devices is straight

forward to implement.

(c) Line wavelength is reduced considerably from its free

space value, because of the substrate fields. Hence

distributed component; dimensions are relatively small.

(d) The structure is quite rugged and can withstand

moderately high voltages and power levels.

2.4 Static-TKH Parameters

The microstrip synthesis problem consists of finding the

values of width w and dielectric thickness h corresponding to

a certain characteristic impedance Zo. The synthesis problem

consists of finding the characteristic impedance Zo and the

propagation constant by varying the microstrip parameters (W,

h and er ).
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Fig. 2.2 The general geometry of a microstrip line
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2.4.1 The characteristic Impedance

For a TEM-type transmission line, the characteristic impedance

at high frequencies is expressed as in (1.69):

Z oi —CL

7 =
^ 01 CCj

(2.1)

When the substrate of the microstrip line is effectively

removed, we have an air-filled line along which the wave

travels at the velocity of light c in free space (c=2.99793 x

10~8 m/s). The characteristic impedance Zoi of this air filled

microstrip is given by one of the following three equations:

(2.2)

(2.3a)

(2.36)

where L remains unaltered since it does not depend on the

dielectric constant of the medium and Ci is the capacitance

per unit length for this structure.

Using (2.3), we get:

1
L =

c2C,

Substituting (2.4) into (2.1), we obtain:

Zo = •Jccl
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This means that we derive the required characteristic impe

dance Zo if we can evaluate the capacitance per unit length,

with or without the presence of the dielectric substrate. One

case in which this can be achieved is discussed in details in

chapter 4.

2.4.2 The effective microstrip permittivity

The propagation velocity of an air-filled microstrip line is

given by:

c=7Tc7 (2-6)
Using (2.6) and (1.63) we can easily write that:

(2.7)
C ( c^2

The capacitance ratio C/Ci is known as the effective micro-

strip permittivity etff. From (2.7), we have:
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obtained as follows:

Zo c
—«-- (2.9a)
z oi vp

^oi =^o\/^ (2.96)



2.3.3 Reduced Wavelength Factor

For any propagating wave the velocity is given by the appro

priate frequency wavelength product. In free space we have

c-a.0/ whereas in the microstrip the velocity is vp-fh

Replacing c and vP by their expressions into (2.8), we get:

(2.10a)

(2.106)

2.5 Microstrip Discontinuities

In the region of bends such as abruptly stopped open circuits,

width changes and transitions; discontinuities occur in the

transmission lines. Depending upon the use of the microstrip

structure, the associated discontinuities can be considered as

advantages in radiating systems [42] or as limitations in line

feeders [43]. These discontinuities arise from the charge

accumulation in the discontinuity region which induce extra

capacitance or inductance. For a simple microstrip structure

with a well known dielectric constants closed form formula of

these discontinuities are available (see Eg. [43]). In gen

eral, these capacitances and inductances are characterized by

the solution of Maxwell's equations (1.1-1.4) under

appropriate boundary conditions. Usually, the resolution of

Maxwell's equations leads to a boundary problem formed with
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Laplace's equation (1.20) which can not be solved analyti

cally. Therefore, several numerical methods have been devel

oped for solving this problem.

2.6 Numerical Methods for Solving Laplace's Equation

In the quasi-static analysis, transmission characteristics are

calculated from the values of two capacitances (see section

2.4). On the one hand (Ci) for unit length of the microstrip

configuration with the dielectric substrate is replaced by air

and on the other hand (C) for unit length of the microstrip

with the dielectric substrate is present. In the simpler case

of an isotropic homogeneous structure, Ci and C are obtained

by solving the electrostatic problem formed with Laplace's

equation in two dimensions:

—1±—LLZ + —11—JL1 = Q (9 i n
bx2 by2 U'1U

Among the numerical methods which are available for solving

such problem are:

- Modified conformal transformation method.

- Integral equation method.

- Variational method in FTD.

- Finite element method.

- Finite difference method.

- The semianalytical method of lines.
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2.6.1 Modified Conformal Transformation Method

Conformal mappings are useful for solving partial differential

equations. If we regard the xy-plane as the z-plane and intro

duce a complex conformal mapping w=f(z), Laplace's equation

will be transformed into a Laplace's equation in the w-plane

[44]. The idea is to find a conformal mapping that changes the

original complicated boundary problem to a simple one.

As reported and detailed in [6], Schneider has developed the

above idea and has found an exact conformal transformation for

the impedance of a zero thickness homogeneous dielectric

microstrip. The practical solution proposed by Schneider must

be determined with the help of computer or with numerical

tables. Another approach of the use of conformal method was

introduced by Wheeler. The method uses a conformal transform

ation for evaluation of Ci and introduces a concept of effec

tive dielectric constants for evaluation of C. Wheeler s

method presents two limitations: The thickness of the

microstrip conductor is ignored and the analysis is restricted

to open microstrip without any enclosure.
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2.6.2 Integral Equation Method

The\quasi-static analysis microstrip may also be formulated in

the form of an integral equation rather than a differential

equation. A Green function, which satisfies the boundary and

the interface conditions of the microstrip configuration, has

to be derived. Using Green's function, an integral equation of

the following form can be formulated and solved for the calcu

lation of the charge distribution [6]:

V(x>y) =J G(x,y;xoty0)o(x0,y0)dx0 (2.12)

where v and o are the potential and charge distribution

respectively and G is the Greens function. The integration is

carried over the surface of the microstrip conductor at yo=h

The analysis is divided into two steps. The formulation of a

suitable Green's function G and second, the resolution of the

integral equation (2.12) by writing it in the form of matrix

equation and carrying out the matrix inversion numerically.

The matrix equation corresponding to equation (2.12) may be

written as:

V = P.q (2.13)

where [V] and [q] are column matrices representing the poten

tial v and the charge q, respectively and the matrix [P] can

be recognized as the matrix of Maxwell's potential

coefficients.
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Since the conductors are at known potentials, the matrix [V]

is known and equation (2.13) may be solved for [q] by inver

sion of the matrix [P]. Total charge Q and capacitance C for

the microstrip can then be calculated as follows:

c=2=i/it(p-)/t

The integral equation method can not be applied for configur

ations other than microstrips because a complicated Green s

function has to be found.
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2.6.3 Variation Method in Fourier Transform Domain

One property of the Fourier transform is that it changes dif

ferentiation to multiplication so that differential equations

are transformed to algebraic equations.

There are two significant features of the variational method

[6]. First, a variational method for calculating the capaci

tance C from the charge density distribution accurately. Sec

ond, the analysis is mainly carried out in FTD. The integral

equation for the potential is replaced by an algebraic

equations which consists of an ordinary product of an approxi

mated a and a factor Q derived in FTD.

As reported in [6], the variational expression for capacitance

can be expressed as a line integral:

1 1 f ,C=-^J^(xty)y(x,y)dx (2.14)

where r

Qm jo(x,y)dx (2.15)

and v indicates that the integral is carried out over the

strip conductor with thickness equals to zero.

Taking the Fourier transform of equation (2.14) along the

x-axis with y=0 and using Parseval's formula one gets.

i i /•♦*.C=2n~QlJ_„ <J(«^)V(a,/i)da (2.16)
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Where subscript " indicates a transformed function and h is

the dielectric layer thickness.

Solving the above equation as detailed in [6], yields:

ty(a,/i) = — _ o 17
e0a(l+Grcoth(a/i)) '

Then the capacitance C is obtained through the use of equation

(2.16). From (2.17), we see that, to determine C we have to

compute 5. One way to overcome this difficulty is to use an

approximated trial function for o and incur only a second

order error in the value of the capacitance.

Results obtained by this method agree well with those of the

conformal transformation method discussed earlier. This method

suffers from one problem which is the determination of an

approximated function for a in complicated structures.

2.6.4 Finite element method

Despite its short history, the finite element method has been

developed very rapidly so that it offers, probably, the most

powerful and efficient numerical solutions for Laplace's equa

tion involved in microstrip-like problems. The method consists
of:

-1- The division of the structure into a number of finite

elements (triangles, rectangles, cubes, tetrahedrons, ect...)
As shown in figure (2.3).
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Fig. 2.3. Enclosed Microstrip configuration

for analysis by finite element method.

-2- The elements are assumed to be interconnected at a dis

crete number of nodal points on their boundaries. The values

of the potential V at the nodal points will be the basic

unknown parameters.

-3- A trial function (or functions) is chosen to uniquely

define the state of other dependent variables within each

finite element of its nodal values.

-4- Bubnov-Galerkin method is applied to the optimal values of

the unknown parameters [9].

The finite element method suffers from the troublesome prob

lem of possible spurious non physical modes which are gener

ated by the numerical technique [8].
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2.6.5 Finite difference method

The finite difference method is the most commonly used tech

nique for the solution of boundary problems and it has been

recently applied in the propagation problems [8]. The finite

difference method consists of dividing the regions in which

Laplace's equation is defined into grid points called meshes

as shown in figure (2.4). The potential at point A, B, C and D

in the immediate vicinity of a point P may be written as:

<»y

P

0-=1

•*
•4—#=e

X

1 •

Fig. 2.4. Enclosed microstrip configuration

for analysis by finite diference method.
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Aa^p A^az\j; A3a>

>x:
V. = VrT7+T-ri-T-7i + ... (2.18a)

dx 2. dx 6 dr

Adty Azaz\p A3a>
Vb =Vp +-t-+^-t-z+-7-T^ + ... (2.186)

ax 2 dx 6 ax

Aaip A2a2\p A3a3u;
Vc = Vp~~J7~ +~5T^~TT^ + '" (2.18c)dx 2 ax 6 dx

Aa\p A2a2\p A3a3ip

when we ignore fourth order and higher terms and use the

Laplace' s equation, the above relations yield:

Va + Vb + Vc + Vd = 4Vp (2.19)

The most popular method for solving finite difference equation

(2.19) is the relaxation method. In this method one starts

with assumed values of ^ at the grid points. These values are

modified iteratively as follows:

Newyp = oldyp-<iRp (2.20)

where the residuals Rp are given by:

Va + Vb + Vc + Vdkp~Vp ^ (2.21)

This iterative process is carried out until the differences

between the old and new values become less than the allowed

error.

The finite difference method suffers from one disadvantag*e:
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As the step size (space between grid points) is made smaller,

the truncation error of the approximating partial derivatives

decreases. However, the smaller the grid sizes, the more

computations are necessary (large memory space). Hence, one

should make a compromise between the accuracy and time of
computation [43].

2.6.6 The Method Of Lines

The method of lines was presented by Feedeva [9], a Russian

mathematician in 1944 to solve partial differential equations

numerically. The concept of the method is simple: For a given

partial differential equation (say Laplace's equation) dis-

cretize all but one of the independent variables. Thi

semi-discrete procedure yield a coupled system of ordinar

differential equations which are then numerically solved. This

semi-analytic procedure saves a lot of computing time and mem

ory space in comparison to the finite element and finite dif

ference methods. The method of lines presents the following
advantages:

- Simple mathematical formulation.

- No problem with the so called relative convergence, in

contrary, there is monotonous convergence to the

exact value.

- High accuracy even with little numerical effort.

- No spurious solutions (physical meaningless).

- No prior knowledge about the field is necessary.

The method of lines is a very efficient, simple and powerful

s

y
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approach for the analysis of planar and quasi-planar microwave

and optical waveguide structures [10-29].

To the best of our knowledge, the method of lines is not yet

applied to open structures such as slotted lines. This is due

to the hardness of the modelization of the metal boundaries.

2.7 Conclusion

The fabrication constraints in conventional waveguides are

overcome by putting a metal strip conductor between two

dielectric layers. These structures which play an important

roll in MMIC's, are characterized by capacitance and induc

tance matrices. The capacitance and the inductance are deter

mined by solving an electrostatic problem formed with

Laplace's equation and an appropriate boundary conditions.

Fortunately, this boundary problem can be solved numerically

using one of the methods discussed previously. In the next

chapter, the method of lines will be presented in details.
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CHAPTER THRRT?

THE MffTHnD OF T.xisn^

In this chapter, Laplace's equation is transformed into a sys

tem of ordinary differential equations solvable analytically,

by the semianalytical method of lines using uniform

discretization. The lateral boundary conditions are discussed

and the relative convergence condition is obtained [12]

3.1 The Method flf T.inftR

Consider the structure shown in figure (3.1), in which two

dielectric layers of permittivity e, and e2 are joined by per

fect N planar conductor planes. The whole structure is con

fined in a metallic box.

The potential function inside this structure obeys

Laplace's equation in two dimensions:

d>(x,y) a^(x.y)
x by2 '

and the potential function v vanishes on the metallic walls

(electrical walls):

tp(x,y) =0 (3.2)
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Fig. 3.1 Cross section view of the method presented;

two dielectric layers having dielectric constants

e, and e2 are shown.
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Fig. 3.2 Detail A from figure (3.1).

The potential function on the ith line is y(xt.y) and ~ |f

denotes the ith first derivative of tp(x.y) with respect to x.
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This boundary problem can be solved elegantly with the method

of lines. The potential function V is discretized in the

direction where singularities occur (x-direction) and it is

expressed analytically on the lines where the function is

smooth (y-direction). For this purpose, a family of M straight

lines parallel to the y-axis is laid into the cross section of

the method as shown in figure (3.1). For clarity, detail A,

is shown in figure (3.2) where the discretization arrangement

and the first derivatives with respect to x are evaluated

between the adjacent solid lines on the dotted lines. The dis

tance between the adjacent solid lines is assumed to be con-
stant and denoted by h.

Now, the potential *(*.y) in (3.1) can be replaced by a set

of univariate functions Wr,.,),^,,,),...^,,),, at the
lines:

xt = x0 + ih i=l,2,3,...M.

where M is the total number of lines,

h =
M

(3.3)

(3.4)

and L is the length of the structure. Hence, the derivatives

with respect to x are replaced by differences. For the ith
finite difference approximation we get:

av(*.y). _V(*<+,,y)-v(xt,y)
~bx' '< h +0(/l) t3'5)

for i= 0, 1 M
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where jj^y, |( denotes the ith first derivative of v(x,y) with
respect to x at line i.

Similarly, the second partial derivative with respect to the

independent variable x can be approximated by the central dif

ference approximation:

a2V(*>y). _]K^-i1y)-2\p(xt,y)+ip(x(+1Iy)
~7P li " £T +0(/iX3.6)

For i=l,2,...,M

Developing this equation for different i's we get:

^2a>(x,y)i
n —jp.—li~v(*0.y)-2iK*,,y) +t|i(*2.y)

h2*2V(x,y)
>xJP l2=V(^1,y)-2i];(x2,y)-H1|;(x3,y)

2a^p(x,y)
n JP l3=V(x2,y)-2tKx3,y)+tKx4,y) (3.7)

71 Jp ^=^(^A<-i.y)-2i|;(xJM,y)+T|;(A:jM+]iy)

which is a system of M equations with (M+2) unknowns v(X|,y)
for i=0, ... M+l.

Using the fact that v(*0.y) and fe,,, are the potentials on
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metallic walls and by considering the boundary conditions

given in (3.2), we deduce:

^(*o.y) =V(xw+1,y) =0 (3.8)

Then, the system (3.6) can be put in the matrix form:

h2yxx =D\\> (3.9)

where yxx and yx are the vectors given by:

_(d2V(x,y)i a2i|;(x,y)i
T XX

bx'
1 »

^(*,y), V
ax:

2 » • • • »

ax;
M

V =(^(^i,y),V(x2,y),...,i1;(xA<,y))t

where t stands for the transpose and D is the finite differ

ence operator:

£-(<*«/)Uxtt

-2 1 0

1 -2 1

0 1 -2

(

V
0 0

0 0

0

0

The evaluation of the left hand side of Laplace's equation

(3.1) and the use of equation (3.9), we obtain:

(3.10)

However, the potentials are coupled since di.i+i and di-i.i

are different from zero. Using the theorem of linear Algebra

which states that any real symmetric matrix D is similar to a

diagonal matrix X ie: there exists a matrix T such that:
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T'.D.T-X (3.11)

where the elements Kt of the diagonal matrix \ are the eigen

values of D and the matrix T is an orthogonal matrix whose

columns are the eigenvectors associated to Kt 's. As a

consequence, the system of coupled differential equations

(3.10) can be transformed into the following system of

decoupled ordinary differential equations which can easily be

solved :

d2(7» 1
,2dyd h+-i(7f.Z).7)(7>) =0 (3.12)

d2V 1
+ -1XV = 0 (3.13)

dy2 h2

where V is the transformed vector potentials ie: V=Ttv

With the substitution of \--x2, the system (3.13) becomes

2t/ /„.\ /.. \2ddVj(y) fXj
dy

2 [-T Vj(y) = 0 7=1,....M (3.14)

This a set of one-dimensional differential equations known as

simple transmission line equations. The solution of the jth

equation is expressed analytically [39] as:

K/(y) =C1coshf^yJ+C2sinhf^yj (3.15)
where Ci and C2 are arbitrary constants to be determined from

the boundary conditions.
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3.2 The Lateral Bnnnrinrv Conditions

In order to decouple the system equation (3.10) to a set of

ordinary differential equations (3.14), D should be symmetric

which is guarantied by choosing the appropriate boundary

conditions in (3.6). In general, the finite difference oper

ator has the following form, [10]:

D-

/-/>, 1 0
' 1 -2 1

1 -2

.000

\ 0 0 0

0 0 \

0 0 \

-2

1 -J
The left boundary determines Pi, The right boundary determines

Pa. (Pi and P2 may take the value 0, 1, or 2 according to the

conditions. )

In figure (3.3) only the left boundary is considered, but the

same approach can be applied for the right boundary. There are

four ways to satisfy the lateral boundary conditions:

Dirichlet - Dirichlet.

Dirichlet - Newmann.

Newmann - Dirichlet.

Newmann - Newmann.

The Dirichlet condition in figure (3.3a) requires that

V(*o.y)-0, inserting this in (3.10) with i=l; yields Pi=2 and

i=M gives P2 =2.

Newmann condition in figure (3.3b) requires V(*o.y)-1>(*i.y)
which is satisfied with Pi=l.
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Therefore, the matrix D and consequently the transformation

matrix T depends on the lateral boundary conditions. Table

(3.1) gives the elements of the matrix T and eigenvalues of D

for various boundary combinations of conditions [11].

+ =0 Dirichlet
0

i= 0 i 2

(a) Dirichlet boundary

+ =+ Neumann
0 -1

image 1ine

-1 i=0 1 2

(b) Newmann boundary

Fig. 3.3 Boundary conditions.
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left.

Doundary

)irichlet

Dirichlet

Newmann

Newmann

right

boundary

Dirichlet

Newmann

Dirichlet

Newmann

Tij

\[irr;sin(i&}
I z , IUI-l/Z)*.\

I r~ r(t-l/2)(/-l/2)«\
Vu*i,zcos{ uTTTz )

y|M.(t-/i;»-")t/j>ii/Viit/y-i

K

4sin2
(a

2(W*1)

4-sin

4sin

4sin

2 U-l/2)»

2(VI/2)

2(1-1/2)11

2{tf*l)

2(t-l)»

2 if

Table (3.1). Boundary condition and eigenvalues and

eigenvectors of D.

3.3 Edge Condition

An important property to be investigated for any numerical

method is the convergence behaviour of the solutions

especially when the singularities occur in some field quan

tities. It can happen that the solutions converge toward the

wrong values. This behaviour is known as relative convergence

and occurs if the edge condition as stated in [45] is viol

ated .

Using (3.6), Laplace's equation becomes for the ith line of

discretization:

^2d2\|;(xt,y)
dy +V(*t-i.y)-2i|;(xt,y) +y(x1 +1,y) =Q(3.16)
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Figure (3.4) shows the relevant part of the structure which

contains a metallic strip with zero thickness and finite con

ductivity. The structure is covered with straight lines paral

lel to the y-axis.

qh

Ph

x. M x x
i-l i i+i

Fig. 3.4. Considered region with perfect conducting edge.
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Using polar coordinates system (r,0) the edge condition

requires for r tends to 0, [11].

V(*i>y) =ficosl-J (3.17)
Inserting (3.17) in (3.16) and applying this equation for y--0

at line i with ¥(*,_,.»-<), leads to a conditional equation in

q [13, 15]:

} _:? i i

-q 2+(q-M)5-2qi=0 (3.18)

Solving this equation numerically yields q = 0.75 as a factor

of distance [14]. Consequently, if the lines of the discretiz

ation are placed at 0.75 from the strip edge, convergence of

the solution is guarantied with low computational effort [10,

12]. Nevertheless, if the structure contains more than one

strip, 2N complete runs of programs are necessary for

interpolation.
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3.4 Conclusion

Laplace's equation (3.1) with the boundary conditions (3.2)
has been transformed elegantly by the method of lines to
system of M ordinary differential equations (3.14) which ar
known in physics as line equations whose solutions are kno
explicitly. The method of lines with uniform discretization
presents some disadvantages which are:

- The method does not follow the changes of the potential
function ip(*.y), which may cause errors.

-2N complete runs of program are necessary for satisfying
the edge condition.

- Interpolating step is necessary.

- The solution tends to the exact value as the total number
of lines is made larger. Therefore, large memory

space and large amount of CPU time is necessary for

a very accurate solution.

One way of overcoming these drawbacks is by reducing M and
considering nonuniform discretization. This will be presented
and detailed in the next chapter.
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The semi-analytical method of lines with non-equidistant dis

cretization is applied for computing the quasi-TEM parameters

of zero metallization thickness multiconductor systems. A

computer program was written based on the detailed algo

rithm.

4.1 Analysis

Consider the structure shown in figure (4.1) in which two

dielectric layers of permittivity e, and e2 are joined by per

fect conductor planes and assume that there are N planar zero

thickness conductors at the interface of the dielectrics. Hi

and H2 are the thickness of the dielectric layers II and I

respectively.

We have seen that in the quasi-static analysis the two

dimensional potential function i|>(x.y) for each region (I and

II) has to obey Laplace's equation:

a2i|7(xty) b2y(x,y)
—r~~2— —r~2— = 0 (4.i)bx by2 '

and the boundary condition on the electric walls:

^(x,y) =0 (4.2)
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4.1.1 Transfornation of Laplace's Equation

The potential function v is discretized in the direction where

singularities occur (x-direction in this case) and it is

expressed analytically on M lines as a function of y where the

function has less or no singularities as illustrated in figure

(4.1). For clarity, detail A of figure (4.1) is shown in fig

ure (4.2) where the discretization arrangement and the first

derivatives with respect to x are evaluated at the dotted

lines. The distance hi between two adjacent solid lines should

be chosen so that it gets smaller and smaller as the lines

approach the edges where the potential function varies rapidly

whereas hi is relatively large in middle of strip where the

function is almost constant.

This particular specified discretization may be achieved if

the lines xi are chosen as follows [14]:

xa +x6 x6-xa . (2i-Mn \

where Mn is the total number of lines on the Nth strip or slot

and xa, Xb are the x-coordinates of the edges of the strip or

of the slot.

The derivatives with respect to x are then approximated by the

ith finite differences.
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iy

Electrical wall

Fig. 4.1. Cross section view of a multiconductor system with

two dielectric layers having dielectric constants

e, and e2. The discretization in the x-axis is

taken to be nonequidistant.
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Fig. 4.2. Detail A from figure (4.1).

The potential function on the ith line is i|>(x,.y),

—^—|, denotes the first derivative corresponding

to line i.
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<^(*.y), ^(*t*i.y)-v(*ity)
i = 0, 1....M (4.4a)

bx

where:

ht

^-C-i^"1 (4.46)

Equation (4.4a) can be normalized in the following form by

multiplying both sides by h-fh^Th

ht( by(xty)
^r^bx— £-(-*!>(*<. y)+v(*i.,.y)) (4.5)

i= 0, 1,..., M.

This is a system of (M+l) equations and (M+2) unknowns.

Expanding for different i's, we obtain the following system:

h{ bx io-m ^-(-^(*o>y) +v(*i,y))

h-\(, au»(x,y)>\ [hX(ft-^2Jl,=J?r;(-'P(>c1,y)^(x2.y)) (4.6)

huf, a\i>(x,y)

V bx
M (-V(xM,y) + y(xM+l,y))

However, using the boundary condition (4.2) and the fact that

H>(x0,y) and V(***i»y) are on the metallic walls, we deduce that:

v(*o.y) = v(*MM.y) = o (4.7)
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Therefore, (4.5) can be put in the following matrix form:

hr-hlyx =rhDy (4.8)

where

A/S • • <>\

1° °:v^y
D is the [(M+l)xM] bidirectional matrix which represents the

first order difference operator.

* V(x,y)

bx
2 U

/ f 1 0 0 0

/ -1 1 0 0

"

0 -1 I 0

I
\^ o 0 0 -1

dx >i dx 'i-1

a\|/ by by At

Vx =[bx'lo'bx'll--bx']M

ij; =(Tp1,...,^AI)t

and t stands for transpose.

Similarly, the second derivative can be approximated by:

<»*>(*.y) , <*V(*,y) ,

i= 1.2....M (4.9)

where ei-(hi+hi-i )/2 is the ith interval size between dotted

lines (see figure (4.2)).

After normalization as done previously for (4.4), we obtain:
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in\h ax* ll)'^X~Jx~-^ ^1") C4-1
for i= l,2,...,Af.

This system can be presented in the following matrix form:

where:

0)

(4.11)

Vxx =
(*'v. a2ip

ax2'1 bx2lM

re is the diagonal matrix (V(/i/e.) ) and the matrix D* is the

transpose of D.

Using (4.8) and (4.11), we obtain:

2w • .t rNt^y-fc1,«,-(-r:fl'rI)(rMi)r,)(r1-1v)

If we define the matrix Dx by:

Dx = rhDr0

equation (4.12) can be put in the simplified form:

h2Vxx = DxxV

where V is the normalized potential vector: Y-r,i> and

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

DXX = -DXDX (4.15)

Dxx is the second order operator with respect to the indepen

dent variable x. Using (4.15) Laplace's equation (4.1)
becomes:

d2¥ 1
+— n w = o

dy2 h2 xx
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Since the operator Dxx is a real symmetric and tridiagonal,
the potentials are coupled. By means of orthogonal transform

ations the system of equation (4.16) can be transformed into

an uncoupled system. This can be always achieved since the

matrix Dxx is always diagonalizable. This is insured by the

fact that any symmetric n-matrix possesses n distinct real

eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenvectors.

Hence, if \ is the diagonal matrix formed by the eigenvalues

of Dxx, T is the eigenvector matrix of Dx*, satisfying T*T=I,
we have

TtDxxT =k (4.17)
The system of coupled differential equations (4.16) can be

transformed into the following system of decoupled ordinary

difference equations:

d2(T'V) 1
dy2 +P(r °>»7")(7"^)=0 (4.18)

or equivalently: H2U

S^j-i^-O (4.19)

where V is the transformed potential function: V= TfcV

The eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of Dx* are determined

numerically. The implicit Ql-algorithm [46] is a powerful

algorithm for such matrices.

The substitution \.-~x2 yields:
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d2V,(y)
dy2 ~ T W =o 7= 1,....,M (4.20)

which has the form of the transmission line equation.

4.1.2 Continuity Condition

The general solutions of (4.20) is given by [14]:

dVj(y) Xj Jx>-^-=±7-coth[*2
In the dielectric I, we have:

^\

\hy) VjM

<^y(y) Xj fXj } ,— =+~coth ^#, \V[
dy h { h )(y)

In the dielectric II, we have:

dV'/M Xj fXl \ „

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

At the interface y=0 the continuity condition for the normal
component of the electric field displacement has to be satis-
fied i.

e^J-e^'-S, (4.24a)

or equivalently:

dV',{y) dV'/M
dy 2 dy

where Sj is the transformed surface charge density.
Using (4.22-4.24) we get:
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ei^coth(^//1)K;(y)+62^coth(^//2)K;/(y)=S/ (4.25)

Since equipotential lines are considered which correspond to

V't'V',', then:

XVlCOth(^^1)+€2COth(^//2))K^/lS^ (4.26a)
which can be written as

hSj = CJVJ (4.266)

where Cj is a proportionallity factor given by:

C^x^eiCoth^Z/J+e^oth^//,!! (4.27)
On the conducting strips the surface charge density that

belongs to the ith iine is given by 0 afc y=Q a< Jg relafced

to the charge by:

0, = — (4.28a)

or equivalently to: If h
(4.286)

and the charge density at is equal to zero outside the

strips.

This can be summarized in the following matrix notation:

1 2
(4.29)

Equation (4.29) can be normalized easily as:
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r*la =n-rVr2eq (4.30a)

This can be written in the following normalized f
orm:

Z=£<? (4.306)

Using (4.30b) and the fact that (4.26b) is valid in the trans-
formed domain we obtain:

diag{C})V =TQ (4i31)
If we replace V by TlV, we get :

V-Tdiag^jT'Q-TQ (4.32)
where / i \

Y-Tdiagl^—jT* (4.33)
The elements of r can be given explicitly:

ik Lj-i—J -JT, \ n \\ (4.34)

The structure of the matrix r can be represented graphically
as shown in figure (4.3), [47, 48].

The hatched areas correspond to the strip regions where the

Potential function V(x(.0) is constant and the normalized
charge is not zero.
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68
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114-

J

= TCMxH)

Fig. 4.3. Graphical representation of the matrix r where the

hatched areas correspond to the strip regions with potential

function constant and the normalized charge is not
zero
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These areas are joined together and result in the normalized

reduced matrix r^NxN) to minimize the computational time.

It can be seen that (4.32) can be written in the reduced form
as

Vred *redQrad

The unnormalized form is given by:

^rSd = Yr8d9r8d

where

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

Since the potentials on the conductors are arbitrary, they can

be chosen to be unity. In this case, we obtain:

Qrfld =YrVd-1 (4.38)
The matrix Yr".'* is real symmetric and dominant. Therefore, the

Cholesky method of inversion of [49] is particularly suited to

obtain the symmetric matrix Yr\l<, • The capacitance matrix c' is

easily obtained from (4.38) by summing up the submatrices

corresponding to the hatched areas as shown in figure (4.3).

We get:

q' = c'u (4.39)

where q'-(q' q")* are the charge per unit length on the

strips with the corresponding potentials u-(\j>' y")'.
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4.2 Hon Uniforn Di^n^ti p;nt.ion

g con-
The sinusoidal spacing is justified from the followin
siderations:

As reported in [50] J. C. Maxwell showed that the charge of 1
c/m, when placed on an isolated conducting strip at y=o and
-1<*<1, is distributed according to the following charge den
sity profile:

1 1
a(x) =

Itv/l-x2

Therefore if the discrete lines are specified by:

(4.40)

xt = sin
2i-Mn \

•ji2M„ ~; (4-41)
"here M„ is the total number of lines for the nth strip or the
nth region. Then:

dx

"•V.Vl-x2 Mn
This equation points out that the integration in any interval
of the charge density will be equal to l/M„. So, the same

amount of charges is located between any two consecutive sinu-

soidally spaced lines. Consequently, there are more lines

located near the ends of the strip where the singularities of

o(x) occur. In other words, the interval sizes hi are small in

the regions where the charge exhibits singularities (near the
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strip edges) and they are large in the regions where the

charge is smooth. As a consequence, the method of lines with

nonequidistant discretization is capable of taking into

account the variability of the charge density. This indicates

that the discretization error is distributed uniformly.

The general form of the charge density for a conducting

strip between parallel conducting planes is quite similar to

that of an isolated strip [50]. This motivates the use of

sinusoidal spacing in the computational procedure.

Using (4.41), the discrete lines will be determined by:

xa + x6 x6-xa . (2i-M,
Xt =

2 2 ""V 2Ma

If we choose MnmlB to be the number of lines in the smallest

strip width or region the smallest interval size will be equal

to A, where A-^w^-jc^^.,. Hence, the number of lines Mn for

each region can be determined using:

sin it i = 0,...Mn (4.43)

xb-xa( . (2i-Mn \ . (2{i-\)-Mtl
*<-*<-! =—^— sin -z-r.—n |-sin| r-r: rt

2 V"~"V 2Mn "J —\ 2Mn

Since the smallest interval size A is located near the one of

the two edges of the smallest strip or the smallest region.

Then, from (4.44) we can see that:

2A . (2-Mn
= sin -zTTz—n

X (, X a

Solving for Mn, we get:

V 2Mn
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M» =/n< —( ill
Jt - 2Arcsin\ 1 - -——

(4.46)

Equation (4.43) is also valid for the regions between the

strips. However, Si and Sm-i (external regions situated adjac

ent to the metallic walls) should be treated differently

because the charge density is zero in these regions. In other

words, there is no need to discretize closely to the electric

walls since the potential function vanishes. The xi's in these

two regions are computed for twice the region widths and then

i takes the values from Mn/2 to 0 and 0 to Mn/2 for Si and

Sn+i respectively. Therefore the sizes of hi have their maxi

mum values near the electric walls where the fields are almost

zero.

A main advantage of a nonequidistant discretization is that

the electric walls can be shifted sufficiently far away from

the conducting strips without large numerical computation if

they are only auxiliary quantities. Furthermore the use of the

nonequidistant discretization overcomes all the disadvantages

of the equidistant discretization. For instance, the edge

condition (see previous chapter) is satisfied for all the

strips simultaneously if the strip widths are shortened by

the factor of reduction:

w-2A

w
(4.47)

where w is the width of the strip.
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As a consequence no linear interpolation is required.

4.3 Software Description

A Fortran program is written and run on the MICROVAX II for

computing the matrix capacitance of a shielded transmission

line system. The program accepts as inputs the dimensions of

the structure and its material characteristics.

First, we input N which is the number of the total regions

(slots plus the strips).

Second, we input the dimension of each region starting from

the first slot (Si) up to the last region.

Third, we input the minimum discretization number Mnmin (

which has to be chosen by the user).

Fourth, we input the relative permittivities of medium one and

two respectively.

In the fifth position, we must provide the thickness Hi and H2

of medium one and two respectively and they have to be on

different lines.

The program reads the input data from a file called 'IN

PUTS.DAT' and outputs the result on the screen.

Once the program is run, the first step is sorting the

smallest region as shown in the flowchart given in the appen

dix. Then delta (A corresponding to the smallest hi) is com

puted from (4.44) which can lead to the calculation of Mn for

each region using (4.46).
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X ' s

Equ.(4.43>

Calculation of
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Formation of D
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Calculation of
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Dxx
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£
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Then the total number of discrete points is determined and the

discretization points are calculated through the use of

(4.43). Then we compute the interval sizes hi between each

successive points and scale the intervals hi's located in the

metallic strip regions using (4.47). This leads to rearranging
the discretization points, therefore, the new interval sizes

hi's are computed. At this point we are ready to construct the

matrix rh and re using the new hi's and ei=(hi+hi-i)/2 for

i=l,..., M respectively. Now we are left only with the con

struction of the first order difference operator matrix D

which can be straight forward obtainable using (4.11).

Consequently, the first order difference operator matrix Dx is

obtained by performing the matrix product rhDre. Through the

computation of the transpose of Dx and using (4.14); the sec

ond order difference operator matrix Dxx is obtained. The

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Dxx are obtained using the

implicit QL algorithm. Hence the matrix r is easily obtained

by using (4.17) and (4.14). Extracting the hatched areas of

figure (4.3) and then put one before the other resulting in
the formation of rrtd.

Finally, The inverse transformation is carried out using
(4.37) which results in vrid, hence Y£ is obtained through the

use of the Cholesky algorithm. Each block elements (correspon

ding to the same hatched area of figure (4.3)) are summed

together and output to the screen.

For the sake of comparison we have considered structures
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whose capacitance matrices are known in the literature, for

instance the first, the second and the third are extracted

from reference [50], whereas the forth one is the one con

sidered in [14]. Our results are presented on the right of the

page whereas the published ones appear on the left page.

4.4 Results and Discussion

The program can be used to analyse microstrip-like circuits

with N planar conductors spaced symmetrically in the structure

having two dielectric layers.

4.4.1 Microstrip Line

Figure (4.4) shows a microstrip line with Hi=H2=0.5mm and

en " 6r2" !-0 • I" order to reduce the lateral metallic boundaries

effect, regions Si and S2 are taken to be equal to 1.0mm which

is large enough to ignore the effect of the lateral boundary

walls. Since same result is obtained for Si=S2=2.0mm. Conse

quently the line capacitance is equal to 4.4935pF/mm.

The relative percentage difference between the two results is

about 1.2%.
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S,=S2=1.0, ",=0.2 mm, and H,=H2=0.5 MM

Published [503

C /€e=2.4618
Obtained ChoU

C'/€„= 2.4935
relative error = 1.2JS.

Fig. 4.4. Microstrip Strip Line with eM - er2 - 1.0
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4.4.1.1 Surface Charge Density Profile

If we plot the eigenvalues of the second Drder difference

operator matrix Dxx (given by (4.14)) in the x-direction, we

will obtain the results shown in figure (4.5). The plot of

these eigenvalues which represents the surface charge dis

tribution on the conductor strip has a form wnich verifies our

earlier assumption.

2.5 c

2.0

1.5

•o

«

2 1.0

0.5

U
t 11111 . i. 11 1 • * • '0.0.^

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
potential lines '„xi)

_u

2. 0

Fig. 4.5. Surface charge density distributiop in the metallic

strip of a microstrip structure with Mnmin=b
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4.4.2 Coupled Microstrip Line

Figure (4.6) presents a structure of two metallic conductors

known as a coupled line where the coupling depends strongly on

the interstrip slot S2.

I Hi sa u2 "2

*•
S1=S3=1.0, Ss=0.i, Mt= M2=0.2, and H1=H2=0.

5 mm

<:'/€„=

Published [501

2.8888

-1.0379

-1.0379

2.8888

C'/€eC453 - C'/€e[Mol]

C'/€,Chol]
v. -

_Obtained CHoll

2.9095 -1.0486

-1.0486 2.9095

0.7 1.0

1.0 0.7

Fig. 4.6. Two-conductor transMission line systeM
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Observing these matrices (given in figure (4.6)), we can

notice that the elements of the principal diagonal are posi

tive whereas the other elements are negative. This can be

explained clearly if we consider the following description of

the matrix C'/e0 for a structure having two metallic strip

lines [51]:

where Cm is the mutual capacitance between lines in the pres

ence of the ground plane, Ci and C2 are the direct capaci

tances between lines 1 and 2, respectively and the ground

plane. In our case the structures are symmetric so Ci=C2.

If we connect line 1 to a voltage source of lv and line 2 to a

voltage source of Ov, the charge on line 2 due to lv on line 1

is Q2=CV=-Cm, a negative charge as it is induced by the posi

tive unit voltage on line 1. The positive elements are the

capacitances of the relative positioned strip to the ground

(Ci or C2) plus the mutual capacitance between lines (Cm).

However, the negative ones are the relative mutual capaci

tances (Cm) between the strips in the presence of the ground.
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4.4.2.1 Effect of Slot distance on the line capacitance

Figure (4.7) shows the variation of the capacitances Ci

(dotted line) and Cm (solid line) as a function of the slot

distance S2 for the structure shown in figure (4.6). It can be

seen clearly from the figure that the coupling capacitance

between the strips decreases as the slot distance S2

increases. This is explained by the fact that the electromag

netic coupling between the two strips increase with the

decrease of the slot distance. However, the plot of Ci (dotted

line) shows that the self capacitance is dependent on the slot

distance S2 in the presence of the lateral boundary walls. As

S2 increases, the two conductors approach the lateral walls,

which concentrate the potential flux lines, resulting in a

higher etff, hence a higher capacitance. This closed structure

is encountered frequently in the fabrication of monolithic

microwave integrated circuits, therefore the effect shown in

figure (4.7) has to be taken into consideration during the

design procedure of such circuit elements.
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Fig. 4.7. Variation of the capacitance Ci (dctted line) and Cm

(solid line) as a function of the slot distance S2 of the

structure shown in figure (4.6).
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4.4.2.2 Effect of Metallic Strip Width (W)

Figure (4.8) shows the dependence of the structure capacitance

Ci on the metal strip width W for different slot width S2. As

the strip width W increases the structure capacitance

increases too. This increase of the capacitance is due to the

increase of the surface charge. As the strip width w becomes

relatively comparable to the dimensions of the structure, the

effect of the lateral boundary walls is clearly noticed (ie

very rapid increase of the structure capacitance) for higher

values of S2.

The dependence of the mutual capacitance Cm on the strip

width W for different slot distance S2 is shown in figure

(4.9). We can notice that the increase of Cm is more important

for smaller values of both W and S2; whereas for higher values

of these two parameters the mutual capacitance tends to satu

ration. The saturation of Cm starts earlier on higher values

of S2; this is due to the fact that for a fixed W, the

external strip edges are closer to the walls for a larger S2.

Hence, the walls contribute strongly to the saturation process

of Cm, since they are considered as ground planes.
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Fig. 4.8. Dependence of the strip capacitance Ci on the metal

strip width W, for different S2 (0.1, 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9).
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4.4.3 Analysis of nulticonductor Systems

4.4.3.1 Three-Conductor System

Figure (4.10) shows a multiconductor transmission line system

with three planar metal strips having same width

(Wi=W2=W3=0.2mm) spaced by equal slot distance ie

(S2=S3=0.lmm). The three conductors are symmetrically posi

tioned between the walls (Si=S4=l.0mm) and located at the

interface of two dielectric layers having same thickness

Hi=H2=0.5mm. The capacitance matrix of the structure is given

below the figure. A very good agreement is noticed between our

results and those published by Krammler [50].

SI=S^=1.0, S2=S3=0.1, M|=Ma=W3=0.2, and H1=H2=0.5mm.

C /€*=

Published [50]

2.8914 -1.0064 -0.0841

-1.0064 3.2925 -1.0064

-0.0841 -1.0064 2.8914

Obtained CHol]

relative '/. error =

2.9145

-1.0165

-0.0846

0.7 0.9 0.5

0.9 0.6 0.5

0.5 0.5 0.7

-1.0165 -0.0846

3.3131 -1.0165

-1.0165 2.9145

Fig. 4.10. Three conductor transmission line systeM .
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4.4.3.2 Five-Conductor System

Here, we are considering the structure proposed in [14] as

shown in figure (4.1). The permittivities of the dielectrics I

and II are respectively 2.5 and 1.0. The geometric dimensions

(in mm) are as follows:

Hi=1.0, H2=0.8, S2=S3=S4=S5=0.07, Wi=W3=W5=0.16 and

W2=W4=0.47.

The matrices C'/e0 and C'1/e0 shown bellow, are the capaci

tance matrices published in [14] and reproduced for Mmin=6

respectively.

The capacitance matrix C'2/e0 is the calculated matrix capaci

tance of the structure using Mmin=3.

CVe0(ra/24)-

4.633 -2.547 -0.08 -0.064 -0.013\

-2.547 7.857 -2.338 -0.553 -0.064

-0.08 -2.338 5.723 -2.338 -0.08

-0.064 -0.553 -2.338 7.857 -2.547

-0.013 -0.064 -0.08 -2.547 4.633 J

4.697 -2.537 -0.068 -0.043 -0.004\

-2.537 7.979 -2.338 -0.503 -0.043 \
C',/e0(WOZ.,Min-6)-| -0.068 -2.338 5.787 -2.338 -0.068

-0.043 -0.053 -2.338 7.979 -2.537 1
-0.004 -0.043 -0.068 -2.537 4.697 /

4.707 -2.535 -0.068 -0.043 -0.004'

-2.535 7.973 -2.332 -0.505 -0.043

-0.068 -2.332 5.776 -2.332 -0.068

-0.043 -0.505 -2.332 7.973 -2.535

.-0.004 -0.043 -0.068 -2.535 4.707

C'2/E0(AfO£.Min-3)-
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C'
1 ' 0.00 0.40 0.25 0.07 0.08

.0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.21

4.5 Conclusion

The method of lines with non-equidistant discretization can be

used for computing the characteristic parameters of planar

transmission line systems. A computer program was written

based on the method of lines with nonuniform discretization.

Our results compared well with the published ones, we believe

that the slight difference between our results and those given

in [50] obtained using Green's method is due to the fact that

we use a closed structure, whereas Krammler used a semi-open

structure. In this chapter, we have assumed a zero metal

thickness conductors or strip, whereas in practice the metal

lization thickness is not zero and it has a considerable

effect on the characteristics of the structure. In the next

chapter, we will propose a modification of the algorithm of

the method of lines in order to take into account the metal

lization thickness.

0.21 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00'

c, _c , . 0.08 0.07 0.25 0.40 0.00
2 ' •%- 0-00 0.25 0.19 0.25 0.00
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CHAPTER UTVIg

Study- of F- j_rt ±*-.f» Me*-.« X X -i zr.** ±-. -i r^

Thinknfisjs Kff^o^

In this chapter, the effect of metallization thickness on the

capacitance matrix for different transmission lines is taken

into account. Without additional numerical efforts, the evol

ution of the capacitance matrix with respect to the increase

of the metallization thickness of the strip, is obtained.

This study corrects the zero thickness assumption analysis.

5.1 Introduction

Systems of coupled transmission lines are essential elements

of planar microwave integrated constituents. In the quasi-

static analysis, these elements are completely characterized

by the telegrapher's equations (1.69) or [52]. The capacitance

matrix C and inductance matrix L' of the system are obtained

by solving an electrostatic problem involving electrical

potentials and charges as detailed in chapter 4. Several

numerical methods have been used to determine the transmission

line capacitance and inductance matrices but only few of them

take the effect of the strip metallization thickness into con

sideration (see e.g. [53-56, 31]).
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The boundary element method [53] has been recently applied to

microstrip and showed a good agreement with both the varia

tional technique [54] and the current density approximation

data [55] .

In this chapter, the analysis of shielded multiconductor

transmission line structures with finite metallization thick

ness is carried out using the method of lines (MOL). Although

a full wave approach has been presented by Pregla and

Schmuckel using the same method [56], the quasi-static analy

sis gives reasonable results for the low gigahertz regions in

the case of dimensions and materials frequently used in the

integrated microwave circuit technology.

5.2 Analysis

Consider the general structure shown in figure (5.1),

where the two dielectric layers I and II having dielectric

constants e, and e2 are bounded by a perfectly conducting

planes. At the interface between the dielectrics N planar

conductors of finite metallization thickness are located.

In two-dimensional quasi-static analysis the potential func

tion iKx.y) in each medium I and II has to satisfy the follow

ing differential equation.

a2i|>(x,y) .a>(x,y)
dy bx'

= 0 (5.1)

Subjected to the boundary condition on the electric walls:
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uy

Electrical wall
x'-txi *, +1

: *« : b« : **:b*:

Fig. (5.1). Cross section view of planar multiconductor

transmission line structure where hi and h2 are the

thickness of the dielectric layers I and II

respectively, t is the conductor thickness

assumed to be less than W.
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+

region a

1-1

1-1

5*\

5x1
i -1

5*1

5x1

region b

Fig. (5.2). Detail A from figure (5.2).

The potential function on the line is y(x,,y),

the first derivative corresponding to line i.
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ty(x,y) = 0 (5.2)

Further conditions have to be considered at the interface.

After some mathematical manipulations (refer to chapter 4)

(5.1) and (5.2) are transformed into the following system of

decoupled ordinary differential equations:

^(^^)+~(r(z)xxr)(r^)=o
or equivalently:

d2 1

dy* h2

(5.3a)

(5.36)

where Dxx is the second order differential operator, T is the

eigenvector matrix of D^, Y is the vector potential and V is

the transformed vector potential:

Vl ^2 V M

/T' /]["••• IT
V«i V«2 V««.

where ei is the interval between the doted lines.

The general solution of (5.3) can be written as [39]:

K/(y) =C1cosh( ^y )+C2sinh( ^y (5.4)

where X/ is the jth column of the diagonal matrix x satisfying

X2-->^ (its diagonal elements are the eigenvalues of Dx*;,
whereas Ci and Cz are arbitrary constants.
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Under the boundary condition given in (5.2), (5.4) takes the

following form:

In medium I: , n , , x„, .,,hP(y^,)

In Bediun II: ,,//, , sinhp(y-/i2)^ (y)=5 ly 2J (5.56)
coshp/i2

where A, B are arbitrary constants and |3-x/h.

In order to take into consideration the effect of the metal

lization thickness; the structure is divided into two

regions:

ai: Regions in which there is no conductor strip,

bi: Regions in which there is conductor strip.

In regions (ai) the continuity condition at y=0 is given by

the classical formulation:

V'l(y) =V'/(y) (5.6a)

dy * dy v J

whereas in regions (bi), the thickness t of the strip should

be included in the expression of continuity condition for y=0.

Hence,

K/(0) =^tanhp/i1=K (5.7a)

irii, x sinh|3(*-/i2)
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Where V is the applied voltage on the strip conductor supposed

to be the same all over the metal. When y=0, we can easily

deduce that:

/ltanh(i/i1 = £tanh(3/i2 = K (5.8a)

elA^>-£2B^ =SJ = 0 (5.86)

where Sj is the transformed surface charge density.

From (5.7) we deduce:

sinh|i(£-/i2) „
i4tanhp/i! =B '' =V (5.9)

cosh(3/i2

On the other hand the continuity condition of the electric

field displacement at the interface gives:

E|£',(y)-eaf'/(y)-S, (5.10a)

or equivalently:

1 dy dy

when y=0 and y=t, we obtain respectively:

G1/l(i = Syl (5.11a)

coshB(f-/i2) n ,r- iii.x
e2^P UOh =Si* (5.116)

cosh(J/i2

the total charge density Sjt can be approximated by the sum

Sjt - Sji + Sj2. This approximation is appropriate as long as
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t remains smaller than the strip width W.

Therefore we get:

coshp(f-/i2)

cosh|3/i2

the substitution of (5.8) into (5.10) gives :

„,,/ coshB/i2 \$V[€lcoth^hl-€2 . ' I }-Sj (5.13)

Then in region bi:

/ L,„, cosh(B/i2) \X;(€,c.th(pi>,)-€,B|nl|p(t_hi?^/-Syft-C^ (5.14a)
else:

Xy{e1coth(p/i1) +€2coth(p/i2)}K/-Sy/i-C/Ky-0 (5.146)

where Cj is a proportionality factor.

On conducting strip at y=0 and y=t, the charge density that

belongs to the ith line is given by a, which is connected to

the charge qi by:

tf< = — (5.15)

Transforming and normalizing as described in chapter 4; and

following the same analyses as done for (4.28), (5.15) leads

to:

q' = c'u (5.16)

where u is the potential vector.
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5.3 Results and Dismissions

The algorithm considered in chapter four is extended to take

into account the finite metallization thickness. The analysis

given in this chapter is applied for three different struc

tures .

5.3.1 Shielded nicrostrip line

In order to compare our results with the ones published and

studied by other methods, we have considered the structure of

references [53-55] which is shown in figure (5.3).

5.3.1.1 Line capacitance

Table (5.1a) shows the microstrip line capacitance for differ

ent values of the strip conductor thickness having a constant

strip width. Table (5.1b) presents the relative percentage

error between the finite and zero thickness approximation for

the considered microstrip line. We can notice that the rela

tive error can exceed 40% of the line capacitance in currently

used strip dimensions.

For a more adequate comparison between our results given in

table (5.1) and those published recently in the literature by

other methods. We have computed the characteristic impedance

Zo for values of t and W corresponding to the data published

in references [53-55], as detailed in table (5.2a).
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n
i

i'

Fig. 5.3. Microstrip structure with finite metallization

thickness. b=1.0, hi+h2=1.0 mm, hi=h2-t. erl-er2-1.0
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t\w 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

0.00 2.060 2.671 3.215 3.753 3.805 4. 198

0.01 2. 147 2.737 3.278 3.834 3.858 4.255

0.02 2.249 2.819 3.349 3.926 3.915 4.317

0.03 2.364 2.917 3.431 4.020 3.977 4.384

0.04 2.496 3.022 3.525 4.147 4.045 4.457

0.05 2.632 3.119 3.631 4.277 4.118 4.535

0. 10 3.056 3.477 4.270 5.041 4.560 5.014

0.20 4.667 6. 185 7.742 6. 134 6.758

Table (5.1a). Evolution of the microstrip line capacitance

C'/e0 as the metal thickness t increases.

t\w 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.01 4.2 2.5 2.0 2.2 1.2 1.3

0.02 9.2 5.5 4. 1 4.5 2.3 2.8

0.03 14.7 9.2 6.6 7.2 4.5 4.4

0.04 21.1 13.1 9.6 10.5 6.3 6. 1

0.05 27.8 16.8 12.9 14.0 8.2 8.0

0.10 48.3 30.0 32.8 34.3 19.8 22.7

0.20 74.7 92.4 106.3 61.2 61.0

Table (5. lb). Relative percentage error between the

present approximation and the zero thickness one.
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relative dif-

t W Zo [53] Zo [MOL] ference %

0.05 0.2 121.14 120.84 0.2

0.10 0.2 108.96 108.38 0.5

0. 10 0.4 80.92 74.77 7.6

0.20 0.2 92.44 80.76 12.6

0.20 0.6 50.54 55.77 10.3

Table (5.2a). Comparison table.

C'/e0 (:ve, Relative

t W (t=0) <:t*o) error %

0.05 0.2 2.671 3.119 16.8

0. 10 0.2 2.671 3.477 30.0

0. 10 0.4 3.753 5.041 34.3

0.20 0.2 2.671 4.667 74.7

0.20 0.6 4.198 6.758 61.0

Table (5.2b) Relative percentage error
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As we observe table (5.2a), we can notice that for small

values of t and W compared to the dimensions of the structure

our approximation is very good. This is due to the fact the

charge accumulated on the conductor side edges is negligible

compared to the charge accumulated on the strip width (W).

However, the relative percentage error increases as the metal

thickness (t) becomes comparable to the strip width (W). This

is due to the fact that the charges on the side edges of the

metallic strip can be no more neglected. Although some error

is introduced by our approximation for high values of t; the

results are much better than the zero thickness approximation

as shown clearly from the comparison between the two last col

umns of tables (5.2a) and (5.2b).

Figure (5.4) shows the plot of the data given in table

(5.1a). Observing these curves we see that they are not hori

zontal. This is due to the effect of the metal thickness (t)

on the microstrip line capacitance for different values of the

strip widths. As the metal thickness and the strip width

become comparable to the dimensions of the structure, we see

the effect of the lateral boundary walls characterized in the

regions where the capacitance grows rapidly. This rapid growth

of the line capacitance is due to the fact that the metal

lateral boundary walls concentrate more and more the electro

static potential lines coming out from the strip conductor as

the strip width approaches the boundaries.
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w=e.4

q riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii.
0,0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

metal thickness t (mm)

Fig. 5.4. Variation of the capacitance per unit length, jf rhi

microstrip with respect to the metallization thickness <t) fo

different strip widths (W).
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In practice, the metallization thickness represents only 30%

[30] of the strip width which is smaller comparable to the

dimensions of the whole structure. Concequently our approxima

tion holds in most real design problems encountered in the

fabrication of monolithic microwave integrated circuits.

Whereas in case where metal thickness (t) and strip width (W)

are comparable to the dimension of the structure, a three-di

mensional analysis is a must.

5.3.1.2 Characteristic impedance

The characteristic impedance of the microstrip line shown in

figure (5.2) can be determined for each value of the capaci

tance given in table (5.1a) using equation (2.5) or [57].

Figure (5.5), shows the variation of the characteristic

impedance as a function of the ratio b/t for different values

of W. We can see that Zo increases steadily as W decreases

when t remains relatively small with respect to external

dimensions of the structure. However, as b/t approaches unity,

the rate of change of Zo increases. The influence of the

metallization thickness on the characteristic impedance is

clearly seen from figure (5.5). Therefore, it should be taken

into consideration during the design of microwave integrated

circuit elements.
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Fig. (5.5). Variation of the characteristic impedance in as

function of b/t for different strip widths
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2.5 -
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$2.1

c
_o

1.7 -

1.5
0. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

metal thickness t (mm)
0. 5

Fig. 5.6. Variation of etff versus the metallization thickness

for various values of the strip widths of a microstric line

shown t:n the figure.
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5.3.1.3 Effective dielectric permittivity

Figure (5.6) shows the variation of e#// versus the metalliz

ation thickness (t) for various values of the strip width (w).

We notice that as t increases, e#// increases as long as t

remains comparable (small or equal) to W. As t becomes

greater than W (see figures corresponding to W=0.1 and 0.2

mm), etff decreases as if the total charge is decreasing in

fact this is not true. This phenomena occurs because our total

approximated charge is much smaller than the real one since

the charges accumulated on the strip are greater than the

charges accumulated on the strip width (W) becomes (t>W).

Hence, this effect shows clearly the limitations of our

approximation when the metallization thickness is greater than

the strip width, nevertheless it is still better than the zero

approximation one.

5.3.2 Coupled microstrip line

As the metal conductor thickness increases the line capaci

tance in a given structure is reinforced. This is explained by

the fact that more charges are considered than in the case of

zero thickness approximation. For a two conductor structure,

this effect is shown in figure (5.7) for the direct capaci

tance (Ci) and in figure (5.8) for the mutual capacitance

(Cm), the Dependence of the line capacitance on t is more

pronounced for the direct capacitance than the mutual capaci

tance in particular for high values of slot distance S2.
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0. 0

1 I I , I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Slot S2 (mm)

Fig. 5.7. Variation of the direct capacitance Ci of the

coupled lines shown on the figure with respect to the slot

distance S2 as the metallization thickness t increases.
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2.5 r

ith U =U =0.2mi«,Coupled line witu « =h -«*«&"

0.2 0.4
metal strip W (mm)

Fig. 5-8. Variation of the mutual capacitance Cm of th

coupled line shown on the figure with respect to the sic

distance S2 as the metallization thickness t increases.
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5.3.3 Multistrip transmission line structure

To show the effect of metallization thickness on the quasi-

static parameters of a multiconductor system, we have con

sidered the structure of [14] as detailed in figure (5.9). The

relative permittivities of dielectrics I and II are

respectively 2.5 and 1.0. The total number of discretization

lines is M=58, corresponding to Mnmm=3. For different metal

lization thickness t, the capacitance matrix C'/e0 is

obtained:

For t=0.0 the matrix C'/e0 shows a total agreement with the

data published earlier [14]. Whereas the relative percentage

error in the off-diagonal of the capacitance matrix varies

from 3% to 7% t=5 to 10 microns respectively. As the metal

thickness increases, the elements of the off-diagonal

increase accordingly as illustrated in table (5.3) where only

the first, the second and the third elements of the capaci

tance matrix are shown. The relative error between the zero

thickness approximation and the present one is shown in figure

(5.10) for the first, the second and the third elements of the

capacitance matrix. The relative change in the capacitance

value can reach 40 % for t=40 microns.
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Fig. (5.9). Multiiconductor transmission line system with

hi=l, h2=0.8, S2=S3rS4=S5=0.07, Wi=W3=W5=0.16

W2=W4=0.47 and Si=S8=1.0 mm.
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For t=0.000

£1
e0

4.7079

-2.5351

-0.0688

-0.0430

-0.0048

for t=0.005

£1
e0

4.8659

-2.6614

-0.0627

-0.0556

-2.5351

7.9739

-2.3322

-0.5055

-0.0430

-2.6614

8.1527

-2.4079

-0.4870

-0.0688

-2.3322

5.7765

-2.3322

-0.0688

-0.0627

- 2.4079

5.9636

-2.4079

-0.0430

-0.5055

-2.3322

7.9739

-2.5351

-0.0556

-0.4870

-2.4079

8.1527

-0.0048'

-0.0430

-0.0688

-2.5351

4.7079

-0.0014'

-0.0556

-0.0627

-2.6614

m*i

-0.0014 -0.0559 -0.0627 -2.6614 4.8659

for t=0.010

91
e0

5.0466

-2.8082

-0.0570

-0.0690

-0.0078

-2.8082

8.3565

-2.4867

0.4694

-0.0690

Mo(t.y)->*i(M)l

/io(i.;')

Mo(t./)-^z(t.;)l

^o(i.;)

-0.0570

- 2.4867

6.1730

-2.4867

-0.0570

-0.0690

-0.4694

- 2.4867

8.3565

-2.8082

-0.0078

-0.0690

-0.0570

-2.80.82

5.0466

3.36 4.98 8.86 29.30 70.83'

4.98 2.24 3.24

x 100-1 8.86 3.24 3.24
29.30 3.66 3.24

L70.83 29.50 8.86

3.66 29.30

3.24 8.86

2.44 4.98

4.98 3.36

7.19 10.77 17.15 60.46 62.5

10.77 4.80 6.62

xlOO-l 17.15 6.62 6.86
60.46 7.14 6.62

62.5 60.46 17.15
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7.14 60.46

6.62 17.15

4.80 10.77
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t(microns) lat 2nd 3rd

0 4.7079 7.9739 5.7765

1 4.7379 8.0079 5.8122

2 4.7687 8.0427 5.8488

3 4.8002 8.0785 5.8803

4 4.8327 8.1151 5.9246

5 4.8659 8.1527 5.9636

10 5.0466 8.3565 6.1730

20 5.2554 8.5910 6.4057

25 5.4997 8.8431 6.6609

30 5.7894 9.1856 6.9345

35 6.1375 9.5701 7.2208

40 7.0889 10.6101 7.8136

Table (5. 3) Evolution of the off diagonal matrix capacitance
for different strip widths for the structure
shown in figure (5.9)
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60.0 r-

iST element

3*° element

2HD element

I • •• ! I I I I I I I I I •' ' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40. 0 50
Metal thickness (microns)

Fig. (5.10). The relative percentage increase of the off-di!

gonal elements of (C'/e0) as the conductor thickness (

increases.
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5.4 Conclusion

The metallization thickness effect on the capacitance of a

shielded microstrip-like structures is considered using the

method of lines with non-equidistant discretization. The

results obtained, with less computational efforts, show good

agreement with the published ones in particular for actual

microwave circuit dimensions. The present analysis can be

applied for any described structure having N planar conductors

without numerous calculations. This algorithm improves the

zero thickness algorithm given in [14] under the quasi-static

approximation.
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The two-dimensional method of lines with non-equidistant dis

cretization is used for computing the quasi-static parameters

of planar transmission line systems. Based on this idea, a

computer program is conceived for the analysis of two-dielec

tric multiconductor structures confined in a metallic box.

Our results concerning the zero thickness metallization

approximation, which is currently used in CAD tools for both

Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuits (MMIC's) and High

Frequency Digital Circuits (HFDC's) are in good agreement with

the published data. However, the strip metallization thickness

in MMIC's may be as large as 30% of the strip width. We have

shown that this affects considerably the characteristics of

the integrated circuits elements. Therefore the strip thick

ness must be taken into consideration in the analysis for a

more reliable circuit design. The results obtained, with less

computational efforts also show a good correlation with data

published using more complicated approaches.

We believe that a lot of work is left to be done for the

analysis of MMIC's circuit elements using the very efficient

method of lines. Some of this work is a full wave analysis of

microwave component discontinuities,
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a three dimensional analysis in the quasi-static case or in

the full wave one and analysis of anisotropic structures.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge the method of lines is

not yet applied for the analysis of open structures.
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